INK QUANTITY
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One of our pens has
as much ink as nine
of theirs.
Their pen has a plastic
tube reducing the volume
of the barrel and reducing
the quantity of the ink.

BODY CONSTRUCTION
Our metal detectable pens are
molded and assembled in the
USA and have no springs or
small parts.
The plunger mechanism must have
a consistent tight tolerance to allow
the pen to remain in the open or
closed position every time the
plunger is engaged. To achieve this,
our molds are constantly monitored
to ensure tight tolerances. Their
pens are made offshore and have
inconsistent plunger stability due
to poor molding processes.

WRITING PERFORMANCE
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Our pen has enough ink to write
nine times as many pages as
their pen.
Their offshore pen cartridges
have an actual measured writing
performance of approximately 20
pages or 2,231 feet compared
to our high quality parker-style
cartridge that has an actual
measured writing performance
of approximately 180 pages or
21,325 feet.

INK LEAKAGE
Our pen has better
writing quality.
Our pen has enough
paste and silicone sealing
to prevent ink leakage
and prevent ink from
drying up. Their pen has
a reduced quantity of
paste and silicone sealing
which causes the ink to
leak and dry up quickly.

Inexpensive Offshore Pens Are Not a Bargain
You may be tempted to purchase inexpensive offshore pens thinking you are saving money, but in
reality, you are getting an inferior product that can’t compete with Detectapro RJ series retractable
pens. At first glance, when looking at both an inferior offshore pen cartridge and Detectapro’s
superior Parker-style pen cartridge, they can be difficult to tell apart. But look inside—the interior of
the offshore pen has a plastic tube reducing the volume of the barrel, thereby reducing the quantity
of the ink. Offshore pens dry up quickly, have blotty ink, and uneven writing because they have less
paste and no silicone sealing compound.
Detectapro pens are molded and assembled in the USA and have a high quality Parker-style quality
pen cartridge. Our RJ series pens are durable and reliable, providing great writing quality.
For these and additional metal detectable products, visit detectapro.com.
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